
Understanding Neural Networks by PAC-Bayes 

Information Bottleneck

What is (representation) information bottleneck? Empirical evaluation of PAC-Bayes IB
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This IB depicts a trade-off of representation minimality 𝐼 𝑇; 𝑋 and 

sufficiency 𝐼 𝑇; 𝑌 . This trade-off is also identified as how NNs trained by 

SGD can learn from data and generalize. In detail, a two-phase transition 

from fitting to compressing is predicted and identified by IB theory, as 

shown by the experiment performed on tanh NNs.
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On pitfalls of representation-based IB

A flowchart of deep neural networks, reproduced from (Tishby, 2015)
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Information bottleneck (IB)

(Tishby, 1999)

When we take an arbitrary intermediate layer and view its outputs as the 

representation 𝑇, all the previous layers constitute an encoder that maps 

input 𝑋 to representation 𝑇 and the latter layers constitute a decoder that 

make prediction 𝑌 based on 𝑇. This encourages an assumption of Markov 

chain and then the target of representation learning as follows.

Critical point

Two-phase transition of tanh NNs trained by 

SGD (Shwartz-ziv, 2017)

Two-phase transition of ReLU NNs trained by 

SGD (Saxe, 2019)

However, there are three unsolved pitfalls of this representation-based IB:

• First, two-phase transition disappears on NNs w/o tanh activation 

function, as shown by the left figure above, which intimidates the claim 

that representation compression is the source of generalization.

• Second, mutual information of representation is trivial when NNs are 

deterministic, voiding the definition of IB on most of NNs in the market.

• Third, previous information estimation methods are neither meaningful 

(adding binning or Gaussian noise) nor inefficient (generative modeling).

These encourage us to delve deeper into the information bottleneck theory 

and propose a new bottleneck.

We propose a novel parameter-based IB as above equation. 𝐿𝑆 𝑤 is the 

empirical risk of parameter 𝑤 on the finite-sample dataset 𝑆; 𝐼 𝑤; 𝑆 is the 

mutual information between the parameter 𝑤 and the dataset 𝑆; 𝛽 is a 

hyperparameter that controls the degree of penalty of information 

complexity of learned parameters 𝑤. Our novel IB is built with the motivation

• First, can we re-identify the phase transition of NNs through another 

information measure or invalidate this claim?

• Second, how do we find a measure with theoretical generalization 

guarantee and leverage it for facilitating the IB principle?

• Third, how do we utilize the new IB for efficient training and inference of 

NNs in practice?

We term it as PAC-Bayes IB since it is under the umbrella of PAC-Bayes 

generalization guarantee: 𝐼 𝑤; 𝑆 is a not only measure of information 

complexity but also PAC-Bayes generalization capability of learning 

algorithms. We further approximate the information term through 

bootstrapping and influence function to obtain the tractable solution as

𝑰 𝑾; 𝑺 when 𝑝 𝑤 is 

oracle prior:

PAC-Bayes information bottleneck

We derive the optimal posterior solution of the proposed PAC-Bayes IB, as

And also use MCMC to sample from this Gibbs posterior, by stochastic 

gradient Langevin dynamics as

to generate a series of model parameters that follow the optimal posterior.

We make thorough experiments on testing the performance of our newly 

proposed information measure for explaining neural networks.

Monitoring information stored in weights for SGD NNs with different activation functions. There is a 

clear boundary between the initial fitting and the later compression phases for all.

Left: Training and test accuracy w.r.t. increasing number of hidden units; Right: Complexity 

measure (information in weights and ℓ2-norm) w.r.t. increasing number of hidden units.

Left: Information, training, and test accuracy when noise ratio in labels changes. Information 

rises when noise ratio grows. Right: Information stored in weights with varying size of true-

label and random-label data.


